HIGHLIGHT

GRANTEE

Maine Cancer Foundation provides funding for cancer patient
navigator, Kaitlyn Umphrey, at Cary Medical Center in
Caribou. Kaitlyn is a credentialed navigator assisting patients
and caregivers through their cancer journey.

Patient Navigators are a critical resource for cancer patients.
They are experts who guide patients through the healthcare
system. Maine Cancer Foundation (MCF) supports cancer
patient navigation to increase access to care for Mainers.

“I don’t know what I would have
done without Kaitlyn’s help.”
207-773-2533

100 %
Maine.

Pictured: Kaitlyn Umphrey, Cancer
Patient Navigator at Cary Medical Center,
reviewing notes with a patient.

170 US Route 1, Suite 250
Falmouth, ME 04105

Recently, Kaitlyn found
financial help and
mapped the trains,
planes and buses to
treatment for a liver
cancer patient, who
gratefully acknowledged:

$2,344,480
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Kaitlyn coordinates care
among medical
providers, attends
appointments, provides
education, and
arranges transportation
that may take patients
hundreds of miles from
home.

invested in patient
navigator programs to
increase access to care
for Mainers.

15

Patient Navigators
funded statewide.

2019

COMMUNITY
REPORT

5,000 +
Mainers connected
with cancer care
resources to ensure
access to high quality
healthcare services.

MAINECANCER.ORG

MCF-funded Patient
Navigators are located
across the state.

WHO WE ARE
Maine Cancer Foundation is changing the story of cancer in
Maine. 100% of the funds we raise are invested back into our
communities to benefit the people of Maine. In addition, we
aim to increase collaboration among organizations and
improve cancer-related systems across the state.
We fund the most promising and effective cancer fighting
programs across Maine. Our work centers around these 3 pillars:

CANCER
PREVENTION
Decrease tobacco use
Increase HPV
vaccinations
Promote healthy
lifestyles
Increase sun safety

GET INVOLVED

We care deeply about the quality of life in Maine. We are
leading a statewide effort to improve cancer prevention and
screening, and ensuring that all Mainers have access to the care
they deserve, regardless of income or geography.

There are many ways that you can get involved.

Since 2015, we have awarded more than $10,000,000
to more than 70 organizations supporting all of Maine’s
16 counties.
Prevention
$3,075,358

ACCESS
TO CARE

EARLY
DETECTION
Promote recommended
cancer screenings
Increase awareness of
family health history
Decrease late stage
cancer diagnosis

OUR IMPACT

MAINE CANCER FOUNDATION

Register to participate in an MCF event.

Whether you like to walk, bike, swim, or ski, we have an
event for you. Every dollar raised by MCF events goes
directly into our Maine communities.
Our events include:

Create your own fundraising event. We welcome unique
and creative fundraising efforts from supporters across the
state doing everything from baking pies to hosting Facebook
birthday fundraisers to climbing Mt. Kilimanjaro to help fund
our work.
Establish your legacy with a planned gift.

Expand patient
navigation programs
Increase clinical trial
participation
Expand transportation
programs
Reduce barriers to
cancer care

We are 100 % Maine.

Donate in honor or in memory of a loved one, make a gift of
stock, or support a participant in an MCF event.

EVENTS

Research
$1,050,784

Access to Care
$3,774,109

Join Maine’s Impact Cancer Network and its task
forces whose members represent lived experience with
cancer, those from the non-profit and business communities,
and government. MCF serves as the backbone for
the Network, a statewide cancer coalition that fosters
collaboration.
Sponsor MCF events to showcase your business and its
commitment to the community.

Screening & Early
Detection
$2,108,996
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Volunteer at Twilight 5K and Tri for a Cure. Register for
volunteer opportunities in late spring.

207-773-2533

Sugarloaf Charity Summit
Carrabasset Valley, ME

Twilight 5K Run and Walk
South Portland, ME

Mary’s Walk
Saco, ME

Tri for a Cure
South Portland, ME
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